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↙  OxYGEN  
TOkENS [8]

↙  HuNGER  
TOkENS [12]

↙  diSEaSE  
TOkENS [6]

↙  BiRTHRaTE 
TOkENS [12]

↙  EvENT  
TOkENS [4]

↙  faCiliTY  
TOkENS [4]

↙  faCiliTY uNdER  
CONSTRuCTiON  
TOkENS [8]

↙  uNavailaBiliTY  
TOkENS [8]

↙  SuPPliES 
MaRkERS [10]

↙  fOOd  
MaRkERS [8]

↙  MEdiCiNE 
MaRkERS [5]

↙  dRiNkiNG 
waTER 
MaRkERS [8]

↙  REGOliTH 
MaRkERS [10]

↙  diRTY iCE 
MaRkERS [10]

↙  ENERGY 
MaRkERS [30]

↗ EvENT CaRdS [16]

↗ CROPS TilES [8]

↘  aSSiSTaNT CaRdS [12]

↗ ExCavaTiON TOkENS [37]

↗ wEaTHER CaRdS [10]

↘  ExPERT CaRdS [10]

↘  RESEaRCH  
TilES [12]

↗  fiRST 
PlaYER 
MaRkER

PluS 
↘  ROuNd MaRkER
↘ PlaYER MaRkERS [32]
↘ aCTiON MaRkERS [12]

↗   ExCavaTiON 
MaCHiNE 
MaRkER

↗ REGOliTH  
ExaMiNaTiON CaRdS [18]

↙  CORPORaTiON CaRdS [4]

↗ COMMiSSiON CaRdS [24]

↘ COlONiST TOkENS [16]

↗ MONEY TOkENS [30]
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COOP:COM.2
↗ COOPERaTiON- 
COMPETiTiON MOdE

All resources that the players have at their disposal 
during the game, are individual. Technologies on the 
player’s card, energy installations and managing action 
markers are also individual.

The game requires cooperation in realizing the 
requirements of the selected game scenario, but only 
one player wins. The player with the highest reputation 
among the colonists becomes the colony administrator

› 1
The players choose the mission scenario to be realized 
and they take into account all the modifiers it includes 
for the initial game configuration.

› 2
Each player gets 5 energy markers and 1 supplies 
marker.

› 3
Each player places one marker of his or her color on the 
reputation track on the position labeled with number 2. 

› 4
The players place oxygen tokens in the quarters.

PlaYERS 4 3 2
OxYGEN TOkENS 4 3 2
The players place one token in each quarter and move 
to the next quarter.

COM.3
↗ COMPETiTivE MOdE

All resources that the players have at their disposal 
during the game, are individual. The player’s quarters, 
technologies on the player’s sheet, technologies on 
the board, energy installations and action markers 
management are individual as well.

Only one player wins. The player with the highest 
reputation among the colonists becomes the colony 
administrator.

› 1
The players shuffle commission cards, and place them 
randomly, next to the board, face up.

PlaYERS 4 3 2
COMMiSSiON CaRdS 6 5 4

› 2
Each player gets 5 energy markers and 1 supplies 
marker.

› 3
Each player places one marker of his or her color on the 
reputation track on the position labeled with number 2.

› 4
Each player places one marker of his or her color in 
one selected quarter. This marks the part of the colony 
which the player must maintain until the end of the 
game.

› 5
The players place 1 oxygen token in their quarters.

COOP.1
↗ COOPERaTiON MOdE 

All resources that the players have at their disposal 
during the game, are shared. Technologies on the 
player’s card, energy installations and managing action 
markers remain individual.

The game requires close cooperation of the players 
in realizing the requirements of the selected game 
scenario.

› 1
The players choose the mission scenario to be realized 
and they take into account all the modifiers it includes 
for the initial game configuration.

› 2
The players  ↘ ◊  place in the common pool energy 
markers and supplies markers.

PlaYERS 4 3 2
ENERGY MaRkERS 20 15 10
SuPPliES MaRkERS 6 5 4

› 3
The players place one marker of any player’s color 
on the reputation track on the position labeled with 
number 2. In this mode the track is treated as the 
colony satisfaction track.

› 4
The players place oxygen tokens in the quarters.

PlaYERS 4 3 2
OxYGEN TOkENS 4 3 2
The players place one token in each quarter and move 
to the next quarter.

Martians: a Story of Civilization allows 
for three modes of playing the game. 
Before playing, the players must 
choose which mode they are going 
to play.

1 2
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GaME 
PREPaRaTiON
↗ iNdEPENdENT Of THE 
GaME MOdE

› 1
The board should be placed in the middle of the table, 
in a place available for all players ↗ ❶

› 2
Each player receives a corporation card and a set of 
wooden markers in the selected player’s color ↗ ❷

›››

After unfolding the board, the players place on it 
respectively: energy markers , expert cards, assistant 
cards, and research tiles.

PlaYERS 4 3 2
ENERGY MaRkERS 6 5 4
ExPERT CaRdS 6 5 4
aSSiSTaNT CaRdS 6 5 4
RESEaRCH TilES 6 5 4

› 3
Energy markers are placed in the RTG GENERATOR 
area ↗ ❸

› 4
Expert cards are randomly pick up from the previously 
shuffled deck and placed on the board, in the 
educational center, face up ↗ ❹

› 5
Assistant cards include three types of assistants. 
Depending on the number of players taking part in 
the game, assistant cards of the same type and in 
the number equal to the number of players should 
be placed in the deck and then shuffled. The other 
assistant cards should be returned to the box. 

Assistant cards are randomly pick up from the deck 
and placed on the board, in the educational center, 
face up ↗ ❺

› 6
Research tiles are randomly pick up from the previously 
shuffled deck and placed on the board face up ↗ ❻ 

› 7
The players turn all excavation tokens face down so 
that their contents are unknown and then mix them. 
After mixing all the tokens three of them should be 
picked randomly and placed face up on the board 
fields marked with the special color ↗ ❼. Next, on 
the first uncovered token from the top, the marker of 
an excavation machine should be placed. The other 
excavation tokens should be distributed on the board 
face down.

› 8
From the weather deck, the "Stable" weather card 
should be picked and placed in the dedicated board 
area, face up ↗ ❽. The other weather cards should be 
shuffled and laid next to the board, face down.

› 9
The regolith examination cards should be shuffled and 
laid in a stack in the dedicated place on the board, face 
down ↗ ❾

› 10
An unbuilt facility token should be placed on the first 
action field from the left ↗ ❿ in the following buildings:
› Hospital
› Water treatment station
› Educational center
› Laboratory

› 11
Facility under construction tokens should be placed on 
all free action fields ↗ ⓫ in the following buildings:
› Hospital
› Water treatment station
› Educational center
› Laboratory
› Greenhouses

› 12
Each player places one colonist token of his or her color 
on the fields of round 4 on the round track. Next, an 
unavailability token should be placed on that token ↗ ⓬

› 13
Event cards should be divided into stacks according 
to the round marked on their reverse side and then 
shuffled. A wooden round marker should be placed on 
the stack with the first round label ↗ ⓭

› 14
The players select the player starting the first round 
in any way they like. Optionally the player who was 
the last one to read a book or watch a film about the 
colonization of Mars starts the first round. The starting 
player gets the first player marker ↗ ⓮

› 15
The starting player receives money tokens worth 2, 
the second player 3, the third 4 and the fifth player 
worth 5  ↗ ⓯
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› 1 
Checking the colony population size: the players check 
if the number of birthrate tokens in the quarters has 
reached the level unblocking additional colonists. 
If there are three population birthrate tokens in a 
quarter, an unavailability token should be removed 
from additional colonist tokens. From this moment on 
the player will have at his or her disposal one additional 
colonist token in a round and the colony demand for 
food and oxygen increases.

as mentioned previously, the game 
offers three playing modes and, 
regardless of the mode the players 
chose, each round of the game 
comprises the 3 phases described 
below.

GENERal RulES
At any time during the game, the players 
may browse:
› the expert cards stack
› the assistant cards stack
› the research tiles stack

→

+

↗ aTTENTiON
Before checking the population size, if birth control 
technology had been developed on the board, then an 
additional birthrate token should be added.

↗ BiRTH CONTROl
Place 1 population birthrate token in the quarter at the 
beginning of a round.

↘ COMPETiTivE MOdE
In this mode each player checks the population size 
in his or her quarters. If there are three population 
birthrate tokens in a quarter, an unavailability token 
should be removed from additional colonist tokens only 
for this player. The birth control technology also adds 
a birthrate token only in the quarters of the player who 
developed the technology.

↗ PERfORMEd ONlY fROM 
ROuNd TwO Of THE GaME
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› 2
The players place oxygen, disease, and hunger 
tokens in the quarters. Cooperation and completion-
cooperation mode:

PlaYERS 4 3 2
OxYGEN TOkENS 4 3 2
diSEaSE TOkENS 4 3 2
HuNGER TOkENS 8 6 4

The tokens are always placed from the left quarter to 
the right one. The players place one token of each type 
in each quarter and move to the next quarter. If there 
are more tokens than quarters, they should still be 
placed, starting again from the first quarter.
 
In competitive mode each player places the following 
tokens in his or her quarters 1 oxygen token, 1 disease 
token, and 2 hunger tokens.

This way the distributed tokens represent the need of 
the colony inhabitants for specific products which have 
to be provided.

↘ addiTiONal MOdifiERS TO 
THE NuMBER Of TOkENS

↘ TECHNOlOGiES
A modifier from previously developed technologies 
which are present on the board.

› Medicine: Place 1 disease token fewer
› CO2 converter: Place 1 oxygen token fewer

If the colony population size decreases, the players 
place fewer tokens in the supplementation phase: 
› -1 oxygen and 
› -1 hunger

› 3
Picking and uncovering the card of the weather for 
the colony for the next two turns. The card should be 
placed in the place marked on the board, covering the 
previous weather card.

› 4
Picking a card from the event stack of the current round 
and introducing the effect listed in the card to the 
game.

› 5
Adding to the board, from the stacks:
› + 1 expert card
› + 1 assistant card
› + 2 research tiles
› + 2 commission cards (competition mode only).

› 6
Energy production in the players’ energy installations. 
Each player receives energy markers produced only 
in his or her buildings. You should remember to take 
into account the modifiers resulting from the weather 
card and production increasing technologies, that the 
players have. Regardless of the selected game mode, 
technologies from a player’s card only modify energy 
production of this player’s installations.

› 7
The players take their colonists tokens from the round 
track. The player, whose colonists died as a result of 
negligence, leaves the colonists token on the round 
track with its reverse side up (skull). Additionally, the 
player defines, on which turn the dead colonist token 
should be placed. This means that in the selected round 
the player will not make his or her moves.

These tokens are returned to the players.
This token stays on the track until the end of the game 
and the player may decide now, in which round it is to 
be placed.

SaMPlE ENERGY PROduCTiON
TakiNG iNTO aCCOuNT wEaTHER aNd 
PlaYER’S TECHNOlOGY MOdifiERS

↘ BluE PlaYER
He or she has two solar panels, producing 
2 units of energy each. Additionally, earlier in 
the game the player developed a technology 
increasing the output of each solar panel by 1. 
The current weather has no influence on this 
kind of installation, so the player produces a total 
of 6 energy markers.

↘ REd PlaYER
He or she has one solar panel producing 2 energy 
units and a wind farm producing 2 energy units. 
So far the player has not developed a technology 
increasing production. The current weather 
influences the wind farm, increasing its output 
by 1, so the player produces a total of 5 energy 
markers.

-

-

↘ POPulaTiON SizE
If the colony population size increases, the players 
must additionally place more tokens in the 
supplementation phase: 
› +1 oxygen and 
› +1 hunger
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↘ PROduCTS dElivERY
A player finishing his or her turn marks this by placing 
a colonist token on the round track. This way the 
colonists may bring to the quarters a maximum of two 
products in any combination. The products are food and 
medicines. A player delivering one medicine removes 
from any quarter one disease token, and delivering one 
food, he or she removes on hunger token. Delivering 
products to the quarters, a player receives reputation 
points according to the conversion factor located below 
the round track.

TuRN 1 TuRN 2 TuRN 3wEaTHER
EvENT
PROduCTiON

PlaYERS’
ORdER

afTERBEfORE

PlaYERS’
ORdER

wEaTHER
EvENT
PROduCTiON

TuRN 4
dEPENdS ON 
THE COlONY SizE

ExaMPlE
After completing a turn the blue player has the 
following resources: 1 medicine marker and 2 food 
markers. The player remembers the maximum 
limit of two products the colonists can bring and 
he or she decided that the returning colonists will 
bring 1 medicine marker and 1 food marker. The 
player removes from any quarter 1 disease token 
and 1 hunger token, for which he or she gathers 
a total of 5 reputation points.

ExaMPlE
After completing a turn, the red player places his or 
her token on the first free field. Please remember 
that fields marked 3 and 4 are not available in the 
game for 2 players.

wORk
PHaSE

THE PlaYERS alwaYS COMPlETE 
ONE TuRN iN ORdER

↘  PlaYERS’ ORdER
Turns in the round are taken, starting from the first 
player and continuing clockwise. After completing the 
round by all players the first player marker should 
always be handed over to the left. This way each turn is 
started by another player.

The number of turns depends on the colony size.
Initially the players have three colonist tokens each, 
offering the players the possibility to take three turns 
before a round ends. In case the colony grows, the 
players will have 4 turns at their disposal, represented 
by their colonist tokens. Of course the colony size may 
decrease because of the players’ negligence, which 
will mean, for example, that the players only have two 
turns at their disposal.

↘ COlONiST TOkEN
Colonist token represents the colony staff that works 
for us during a turn. To put it simply, it is the player’s 
turn marker. After completing a turn the colonists 
return to the quarters and the player must place one of 
his or her colonist tokens on the round track. The token 
is always placed on the first free round track field from 
the left.
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a PlaYER’S TuRN = 3 TiME uNiTS 
PER aCTiON

Thanks to the working colonists, a player may perform 
work taking 3 time units  in a turn. Action fields on the 
board and research tiles contain information about how 
much time performing a given action costs. A player 
performs an action on the board only by placing his 
or her marker on it. A marker placed in a building by a 
player’s earlier move may not perform an action in it.  

↘ iT iS fORBiddEN TO
›  Move one’s action markers from one field to another. 

A player who wants to move an action marker to 
another field must perform a recreation action.

›  Place one’s action marker in a building, where 
another action of the same player is already located. 

›  Place one’s action marker in an unfinished building, 
on which an ‘facility token’ is located or placing an 
action marker on an unavailability token.

›  Place one’s action marker in a building and 
performing the same action twice.

›  Place one’s action marker in a building without 
having the necessary resources to perform an action.

›  Perform an action in a building without placing an 
action marker in it.

ExaMPlE
The blue player decided to use all his or her time 
available in a turn for an action in the Landing 
pod. The research action on the selected tile cost 
2 time units and the charging of 1 supplies marker 
– an additional 1 time unit. This way the player 
performed two different actions with one marker 
in the same building. The player gathered money 
tokens worth 8 and 1 supplies marker.

↘ BuildiNGS OffERiNG 
vaRiOuS aCTiON
A player placing an action marker in a building, which 
allows for performing a few different actions, may 
decide to perform a few actions, bearing their costs.

↘ RECREaTiON aCTiON
It involves the collection by the player of all of his or her 
action marker from the board. 

$  COST 
1 time unit

↗ aTTENTiON
A recreation action does not remove action markers 
located in the quarters.

↘ BuildiNG uNdER CONSTRuCTiON
A building, whose construction has been started, but 
not finished, is marked with Facility under
construction tokens.  A player can place his or her 

+

+

+

action marker on a field with such a token, but it costs 
him or her 1 time unit. This represents the possibility to 
perform work, but it is performed at a slower pace due 
to the unfinished construction.

↗ RTG
[RadiOiSOTOPE THERMOElECTRiC 
GENERaTOR]

Each player may draw only 1 energy marker from the 
generator area on the board once per his or her round. 
For drawing 1 marker the player loses 1 reputation 
point. Drawing energy from the generator is not an 
action and does not require the player to place an 
action marker and pay with time.

If there are no energy markers left in the generator 
area, the players cannot draw them.

a CHaNGE Of wEaTHER, aN EvENT, 
aNd ENERGY PROduCTiON alwaYS 
TakE PlaCE afTER THE SECONd 
TuRN iS COMPlETEd BY all PlaYERS

› 1
Picking and uncovering the card of the weather 
for the colony for the next two rounds. The card 
should be placed in the place marked on the board, 
covering the previous weather card.

› 2
Picking a card from the event stack of the current 
round and introducing the effect listed in the card 
to the game.

› 3
Energy production in the players’ energy 
installations. Each player receives energy markers 
produced only in his or her buildings. You should 
remember to take into account the modifier 
resulting from the weather card and technologies 
increasing the production, which the players have.
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↗ iMPORTaNT
A player can have a maximum of 2 energy installations, 
regardless of their kind.

↗ HOSPiTal
 
⇢  aCTiON  

You receive 1 medicine marker
$  COST 

 1 time unit, 1 energy marker, 1 supplies marker, 
1 drinking water marker

↗ waTER TREaTMENT 
STaTiON
 
⇢  aCTiON  

You receive 2 drinking water markers
$  COST 

1 time unit, 1 energy marker, 1 dirty ice marker

↘ ExCavaTiON
A player performing the excavation action must always 
perform a move of the excavation machine to another 
token. Before or after this move, a player may perform 
the excavation action only from one token, on which 
the machine is located at the moment. The player, 
making a move, may not shift the excavation machine 
in a direction increasing its distance from the uncovered 
tokens on the board. After finishing the move all 
excavation tokens next to the token, on which the 
excavation machine is located, should be uncovered.

A player may additionally expand the excavation action 
with a regolith examination action.

⇢  aCTiON : ExCavaTiON 
You receive any two raw material markers from the 
token, on which the excavation machine is located. 
Next remove the token used for excavation from 
the board.

$  COST 
1 time unit, 1 energy marker

⇢  aCTiON : ExaMiNaTiON 
Pick cards from the regolith stack, in a number 
equal to the number of regolith just excavated. 
The player keeps the picked cards secret from 
other players.

$  COST 
1 time unit

ExaMPlE
The blue player excavated 2 regolith markers 
from a token and next shifted the excavation 
machine to the next token. Additionally the player 
decided to expand his or her action by the regolith 
examination, paying an additional 1 unit of time. 
The player picks two regolith cards (1 card for 
each excavated regolith marker) plus one extra 
from the technology he or she developed on his 
or her player’s card. The player does not reveal 
the contents of the cards, unless the cooperation 
mode was selected.

aCTiON fiEldS 
dESCRiPTiON

↗ MOxiE v.3 GENERaTOR
[MaRS OxYGEN iN SiTu RESOuRCE 
uTilizaTiON ExPERiMENT]

⇢  aCTiON  
Remove one oxygen token from any quarter and 
gather two reputation points

$  COST 
1 time unit, 1 energy marker

↗ faCiliTiES CONSTRuCTiON
The possibility to perform three different actions.

⇢  aCTiON 1 : CONSTRuCTiON 
Remove one unbuilt facility token from any building 
and gather three reputation points

⇢  aCTiON 2 : uPGRadE 
Remove one facility under construction token from 
any building and gather three reputation points

⇢  aCTiON 3 : iNSTallaTiON 
dEvElOPMENT 
Place one of your round markers on a selected 
energy installation. If a marker has already been 
placed there by you or another player, place your 
marker on it, creating a stack.

$  COST 
1 time unit, 1 energy marker, 1 regolith marker, 
1 supplies marker
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ExaMPlE 
Blue player possesses a regolith card with a yellow 
mineral and decides to perform a research for 
the Space Agency. He already has selected an 
appropriate tile from the research stack. He uses 2 
time units, discards the regolith card with a yellow 
mineral, discards the corresponding research tile 
and receives 10 units of money from the bank.

→
→

+

↗ laNdiNG POd
The possibility to perform three different actions.

⇢  aCTiON 1 : RESEaRCH 
You receive remuneration from the Space Agency, 
defined on the research tile. The player may select 
any tile from the stack for research and after 
performing it, the tile should be removed from the 
game.

$  COST 
X time units, specified on the research tile, markers 
listed on the research tile

⇢  aCTiON 2 : SuPPliES 
You receive as many supplies markers as the 
time you devoted for performing this action – 
a maximum of two markers

$  COST 
1 or 2 time units, depending on how much supplies 
the player wants to receive

⇢  aCTiON 3 : MiSSiON ExECuTiON 
A player can only realize one of the scenario 
requirements or one commission card (competition 
mode) with one action and he or she receives 
reputation points. In case of completion the 
commission from the card, replace it with 
a new one, drawn from the commission stack 
(competition mode).

$  COST 
1 time unit, defined on the scenario card or 
commission card (competition mode)

↗ laBORaTORY
The possibility to perform two different actions.

⇢  aCTiON 1 : CORPORaTiON TECHNOlOGY 
Place a round marker on the player’s card next to 
the technology you have developed

$  COST 
X time units, depending on the technology, 1 energy 
marker

⇢  aCTiON 2 : COlONY TECHNOlOGY 
Place a round marker on the board next to the 
technology you have developed. Technologies 
printed on the board may only be developed once, 
except for the competition mode, in which each 
player may develop such technology for himself 
or herself. In that case the markers are placed on 
a stack one upon another. 

$  COST 
3 time units, 1 energy marker
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↘ GREENHOuSES
The possibility to perform two different actions.

⇢  aCTiON 1 : HaRvEST 
You receive food/medicines according to the crops 
tile you have on your player’s card

$  COST 
1 time unit, markers on the crops tile lying on the 
player’s card

 ↘ aSSiSTaNTS
A player having an assistant card receives a fixed bonus 
to the actions he or she performs.

↘ ExPERTS
A player having a expert card may only use it once in 
his or her turn, paying for the expert’s services. The 
cost that needs to be paid is given on the expert card. 
Paying the expert is not a player’s action and costs 
no time.

⇢  aCTiON 2 : CHaNGE Of CROPS 
Select and place a crops tile on you player’s card, 
substituting the crops tile lying on the card

$  COST 
1 time unit, 1 energy marker

↘ EduCaTiONal CENTER
A player may freely browse the expert and assistant 
stacks on the board and then employ the selected one.

⇢  aCTiON  
Pick 1 expert or assistant card and place it on your 
player’s card

$  COST 
2 units of money

Limit on a player’s card – each player may have 
a maximum of two assistants and two experts.

↘ BOTaNiST
Performing a harvest action in 
a greenhouse you always receive 
+1 food marker.

Scientist
Naukowiec

+ 1-

min. 1

Botanist
Botanik

+

Geologist
Geolog

+

Dietician
Dietetyk

2-

Chemist
Chemik

2-

Engineer
Inżynier

2-

Pharmacist
Farmaceuta

4-

Medical
Lekarz

4-

↘ GEOlOGiST 
Performing an excavation action, 
you may extract 1 additional 
resource if it is available in the 
token.

↘ SCiENTiST
Performing research actions 
marked with the laboratory flask 
symbol costs the player 1 time unit 
less, to a minimum of 1 time unit.

↘ NuTRiTiONiST 
Pay 2 units of money and 1 food 
marker to remove a hunger marker 
from any quarters. The player 
receives 1 reputation point.

↘ ENGiNEER 
Pay 2 units of money and 1 energy 
marker to remove an oxygen 
marker from any quarters. The 
player receives 1 reputation point.

↘ PHaRMaCiST 
Pay 4 units of money, 1 supplies 
marker and 1 drinking water 
marker to receive 1 medicine 
marker.
 

↘ PHYSiCiaN 
Pay 4 units of money and 
1 medicine marker to remove 
2 disease tokens from any 
quarters. The player receives 
2 reputation points.

↘ CHEMiST
Pay 2 units of money, 1 energy 
marker and 1 dirty ice marker to 
receive 1 drinking water marker.
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↘ TECHNOlOGiES

quaRTERS 
SuMMaRY 
PHaSE

In this phase each quarter should be settled separately, 
starting from the first quarter on the left. Each quarter 
has an indicated analysis priority, from 1 to 2. 

› 1 : OxYGEN
Leaving an oxygen token means the death of the 
colonists in these quarters. The player must reverse 
one of his or her colonist tokens with the reverse side 
up (skull). The token remains in this position to the end 
of the game, however its location on the round track 
may change. In case of the death of the colonists, steps 
2 and 3 below are skipped in this quarters. 

In the competition mode only the player who failed to 
provide oxygen turns one of his or her colonist tokens 
skull-side up. In all remaining modes each player has 
to turn one of their colonist tokens on the track. It is 
irrelevant which specifically token is turned on the 
track, because in the supplementation phase the player 
still gets to decide on which turn the dead colonist 
token should be placed.

After analyzing all the quarters, all oxygen, disease and 
hunger tokens should be removed from them.

↗ aTTENTiON
First of all the player, who has to place an action marker 
in a quarter, must place a marker from his or her own 
resources and in case he or she has no such markers, he 
or she must remove it from a selected field on the board.

↘ diSEaSE aNd HuNGER 
CONSEquENCES
It may happen that the players neglect their colony 
to such an extent that all players’ action markers are 
placed in the quarters as a penalty. Each of the players 
will be able to regain them during their turn in the 
following way:

↘ iNfiRMaRY
The workers suffer their disease, which takes time.
Pay one time unit and you may take one action marker 
from the field hospital.

↘ aPaRTMENTS
The workers are hungry and dissatisfied. Feeding them 
made you grasp for the International Space Agency 
resources and this costs dear. Pay a number of money 
units equal to the money tokens lying in the quarters 
and you may take one of your action markers from the 
apartment.

The abovementioned recollection of tokens located 
in the quarters is not an action and a player can do it 
at any time during his or her round.

At the end of the quarters summary phase shift the 
turn marker to the next stack of event cards. 

› 2 : diSEaSES
Leaving disease tokens (regardless of their number) 
means that the players must pay a penalty. Each player 
places on of his or her action markers in these quarters 
(in the infirmary zone).

› 2 : HuNGER
Leaving a hunger token means that the players must 
pay a penalty. Each player places in of his action markers 
in these quarters (in the residential zone). Additionally, 
for each hunger token remaining in the quarters, one 
unit of money is placed as a penalty marker.

↘ lONG CRaNE
Excavation from hex token next to the 
machine marker.

↘ wEaTHER REPORT
You can look at the top weather card in 
the deck.

↘ dNa alTERaTiON
You have +1 time each turn.

↘ SOlaR CEllS
Solar panel produces +1 energy marker.

↘ kiNETiC POwER
Wind farm produces +1 energy marker.

↘ MOlECulaR SENSOR
aCTiON:ExaMiNaTiON
You can take one more regolith card.

↘ MEdiCiNE
Place 1 disease token fewer in the 
quarter at the beginning of a round.

↘ CO2 CONvERTER
Place 1 oxygen token fewer in the 
quarter at the beginning of a round.

↘ BiRTH CONTROl
Place 1 population birthrate token in the 
quarter at the beginning of a round.
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↗ COOP.1

At the end of the fourth round, unless the scenario says 
otherwise, the players check if they have met all the 
scenario requirements. Additionally, there must not be 
any oxygen, disease or hunger tokens in the quarters. 
In case these requirements are not met, the players 
have lost the game and their mission on Mars is over.

iN 
dEvElOPMENT

COOPERaTiON-
COMPETiTiON 
MOdE

COMPETiTivE 
MOdE

↗ COM.3

At the end of the fifth round, the winner is the 
corporation, that gathered the largest reputation in 
the colony. At the end of the game the following points 
should be taken into account in the reputation:
›  each oxygen, disease or hunger token left in a player’s 

quarters causes the loss of 3 reputation points
›  each token of the player’s dead colonists on the 

round track causes the loss of 3 reputation points.

↗ COOP:COM2

All resources that the players have at their disposal 
at the end of the fourth round, unless the scenario says 
otherwise, the players check if they have met all the 
scenario requirements. Additionally, there must not be 
any oxygen, disease or hunger tokens in the quarters. 
In this mode it is possible to end the game earlier, if 
all scenario conditions are met earlier by the players 
and there are no tokens left in the quarters.  In case 
the requirements are not met, the players have not 
finished their mission successfully, but the corporation, 
that gathered the largest reputation in the colony, 
is the winner.
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↘ dESiGNERS
kRzYSzTOf wOliCki
GrzeGorz okliński

↘ RulEBOOk dESiGNER
kaROliNa lEwaNOwiCz

I dedicate the game to my wonderful children, Wiktoria and 
Kinga, and I thank them for the patience and forbearance 
during the time I was occupied with designing this game.

I must also thank the people named below for their huge 
help: Rafał Żaba, Maciej Bożek, Szymon Luszczak, Dawid 
Kurczyk, Piotr Mika, Michał Waszek, Paweł Panek and 
all those who tested the game prototype during various 
conventions.

— Krzysztof
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